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Field Trips Resuming!
Roger Boyd, retired Baker professor and former
director of the Baker Wetlands, has agreed to serve
as JAS Field Trip Chair. He has already scheduled
four field trips! (See page 3 for more) Please note
we’ll follow pandemic safety protocols: masks, distancing, and attendees will be responsible for their
own transportation. JAS will not arrange carpools.
Saturday, Feb 20, 2021: Loess Bluffs National
Wildlife Refuge in Missouri. Meet at 8:00 am at the
Baker Wetlands Discovery Center parking lot, 1365
N. 1250 Road, Lawrence. Map/directions to Loess
Bluffs will be provided. It’s about 115 miles away—
less than 2 hours. Due to Covid you must organize
your own transportation. If you can possibly car
pool, please do so; a large caravan of cars could diminish our success. On arrival we will drive the 10
mile loop around the main water body. Several telescopes— religiously sanitized—will be provided. At
stops everyone will be expected to wear masks.
It will be about peak Snow Goose migration so
hundreds of thousands should wow us. Anticipate
several hundred Trumpeter Swans, and up to 15 species of other
geese and
waterfowl.
Many eagles
will have dispersed to
nest, but
there may still
be significant
numbers.
Sparrows,
wrens and
woodland
By Jim Bresnahan.
species are
Trumpeter juvenile and adult at Loess Bluffs.
also possible.
We should be heading home by noon, but you may
want to bring a sack lunch and make a second loop
around the area on your own. Questions? Roger
Boyd: rboydbird69@gmail.com or 785-424-0595.

Monday, February 22, 2021 ~ 7:00 PM

Nature Highlights of
Scotland and Ireland
From rugged coastlines to Caledonian forests to
mountain highlands, Scotland maintains some of the
most pristine wilderness in the United Kingdom.
Wildlife thrives in much of this country of castles,
lochs, moors, heaths, glens and firths. The Emerald
Isle’s physical appeal endures, but by no means is
entirely green. The gray limestone Burren’s in County Clare and black peat bogs of the Midlands accent
this beautiful landscape. Bob Gress will present this
program highlighting Scotland’s & Ireland’s traditional cultures, landscapes, rural life and wildlife encountered on a month-long adventure in spring 2019.
Bob Gress,
past director
of the Great
Plains Nature
Center, is a
naturalist,
photographer, and
birder. He
holds an M.S.
in Biology
from Emporia State. With David Seibel and Judd
Patterson he cofounded BirdsInFocus.com featuring
over 2,100 species worldwide. He has photographed birds and mammals for decades and over
4,500 of his photos have appeared in major nature
magazines and over 50 books. He coauthored: Birds
of Kansas & Faces of the Great Plains: Prairie Wildlife. Bob was a major contributor of photos to The
Smithsonian Book of North American Mammals and
The Guide to Colorado Mammals. Be sure to check
out Bob’s bird images at: www.BirdsInFocus.com
Join us on the 22nd via Zoom to travel to Scotland & Ireland with Bob Gress. To attend go to the
JAS website homepage “Events” section and click on
the link for the meeting at 6:50-6:55. Follow the
Zoom instructions.
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Nominations Open for JAS Officers
2
We’re looking for new volunteers!
It’s time to throw your dorky birder hat in the
ring and join more fully in the life of the
chapter! May seems like an impossible
mirage mired as we are in the bleak
grayness of February, but it’s just a
short few months until then and the
election of next year’s JAS officers (and spring
flowers and warblers - thank you Mother Nature!)
The Jayhawk Audubon Society board encourages
any member to make nominations for officer or board
positions and that includes nominating yourself. Your
fresh ideas and enthusiasm would be a boon to JAS.
Please contact president Jim Bresnahan with questions
or to nominate someone to be an officer or board
member: jbresnahan@ku.edu or 785-766-9625.
Officer positions are:
⚫ President
⚫ Vice president
⚫ Recording Secretary
⚫ Corresponding Secretary
⚫ Treasurer
There are also 6 at-large board positions and
numerous committee chair positions. Don’t assume
any position is locked down; some committee chairs
have been doing the job for years and would be very
open to giving a new volunteer the chance to shine.

Dancing for joy to be on the JAS board? Sandhill
Crane on migration at the Platte River. Len Scotto.

The Great Backyard Bird Count
February 12-15, 2021
Birders everywhere of all ages will count birds to
create a real-time snapshot of where birds are at this
time of year. Visit https://www.birdcount.org/
to get all the details. The basics of it are:
 Count birds anywhere you like, including at
your feeders, for at least 15 minutes on one day
of the count.
 Enter your results via one of the three options
given on the GBBC website: the Merlin Bird ID
App; the eBird mobile app; or the eBird website.
The GBBC website has detailed step-by-step
instructions on how to use each option and why
you might prefer one over the over.
The GBBC no longer holds a photo contest, but you
can submit photos of birds and people to share. The
GBBC website has a wealth of resources: an “All about
the GBBC” video, ID tips, , bird guide app help, a summary of past results from all over the world and FAQs.
This is an easy citizen science activity that has real value.
JAS Officers & Board Members
President:
James Bresnahan.
785-766-9625 or jbresnahan@ku.edu
Vice President: Vanessa Carlos
Recording Secretary: Susan MacNally
Corresponding Secretary: Pam Chaffee
Treasurer:
Jennifer Delisle
Board Member: Roger Boyd
Board Member: Lynn Byczynski
Board Member: Phyllis Fantini
Board Member: Dena Friesen
Board Member: Leonard Scotto
Board Member: McKay Stangler
Membership Chair: Kristine Latta
Newsletter:
Susan Iversen: 785-843-1142
or siversen@sunflower.com
Conservation: Lynn Byczynski
Programs:
Joyce Wolf
Education:
Sandy Sanders
Field Trips:
Roger Boyd
Publicity:
Pam Chaffee
Facebook Page: Jennifer Dropkin,
jendropkin@hotmail.com
Webmaster:
Lynn Byczynski
Bird Seed Sales: Jan Bresnahan
Birdathon:
McKay Stangler
Christmas Count: Galen Pittman
Eagles Day:
Bunnie Watkins
Hospitality:
Phyllis Fantini
Historian:
Ron Wolf
Books & Feeders: Ron & Joyce Wolf
Audubon of Kansas Chapter Rep: Joyce Wolf
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March JAS Field Trips
Mark Your Calendar Now

Sat, March 6, 2021: Boyd Yard, Baldwin City.
Meet at 8:30am at the Baldwin Swimming Pool at
3rd and Fremont St. as there is plenty of parking. From
there we will walk one half block north to my house and
observe the backyard feeders from the south side of the
garage. Masks required. Telescopes provided.
Target species will be purple finch, pine siskin, goldfinch and a host of other typical feeder birds. We can
also take an optional walk along woodland trail back to
the swimming pool. My eBird yard surveys usually post
18-22 species.
Contact Roger Boyd at rboydbird69@gmail.com or
785-424-0595 for more information.

Bluebird Society Spring Meeting
3
Monday, March 8 ~ 7 pm

Happily for bluebird lovers, monitoring a bluebird
trail is adaptable to pandemic guidelines. Many
already check their trail in the company of family
members, masks can be worn and it’s easy to maintain
distance from each other by taking turns at the boxes.
And to our great joy the birds raise their families as usual.
At the spring meeting of the Kaw Valley Bluebird Society
we work out who will monitor each trail and trail
maintenance needs, pay membership dues, and make sure
we’re all ready for the nesting season. We welcome new
members or anyone who would just like to find out more
about the Society or bluebirds or trail monitoring.
Most likely the spring meeting will be held over Zoom.
If you would like to attend please email me at
siversen@sunflower.com. I’ll add you to the list to
receive the meeting reminder and Zoom link.
~ Susan Iversen, KVBBS Secretary

Fall Seed Sale a Success
Despite Covid
Male Purple Finch.

By Cephas. Wikimedia

Sat, March 20, 2021: Clinton Lake.
Meet on the dam at the outlet tower pullout at 8:00
am. Telescopes available and mask wearing will be expected. We’ll focus on identifying the numerous waterfowl and gulls potentially present. Once we have seen
what we can we’ll go to the south end of the dam and
scope that area of the lake. Depending on ice cover and
wind the species diversity and abundance can vary greatly
from one day to the next. Contact Roger Boyd as above.

Wed, March 24, 2021: Kansas River and Bismarck
Lake. Meet on north side of Kansas River on Elm St. just
north of Bowersock Power plant at 8:30 am. There is a
parking lot right there between Elm and Locust—entrance
off Locust, or park on Elm. We will check out any gulls
and waterfowl from the levee. From there we’ll drive to
Bismarck Lake located on the west side of E 1600 Rd,
about ¼ mile north of N 1700 Rd. Main focus here will
be waterfowl in early spring migration. Telescopes on
site; masks required. Contact Roger Boyd as above.

The board debated holding a seed sale during the
pandemic, finally deciding that if we held it outdoors
and followed public health protocols, we could do it
safely. Jan Bresnahan stepped in to lead the effort,
and it was a triumph! Kudos to Jan for her organizing
skills and can-do spirit. She pulled us through!
Volunteers and members raised about $2,500 for JAS,
and everyone who was there seemed elated by the
chance to chat and see old friends in person. We
were extremely lucky to have an outdoor venue at
Cottin’s Hardware, blue skies and sunshine.

Huge! thanks to Linda Cottin and staff for hosting
JAS and doing extra work to clear the space & set up
tables for us. Hard working JAS volunteers were: Dana
Adkins-Heljeson, Jan & Jim Bresnahan, Pam & Dave
Chaffee, Jennifer Delisle, Susan Iversen, Erin, John,
Elliot & Eagan Paden, and Joyce & Ron Wolf.

Thanks to all for supporting JAS projects!
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Heron Colonies & Eagle Nests
The question of why Great Blue Herons build
nests and raise chicks in the same tree or grove as a
pair of Bald Eagles has been a topic on the KSBIRDS
listserv lately because Bald Eagles are known to raid
heron nests for chicks and eggs and even eat adult
herons. Several posters have seen this roost sharing
behavior here in Kansas.
The fact that both birds need large, sturdy trees
with spreading canopies, which may be scarce, to
support their large nests is thought to play a role in
this. But research in British Columbia, reported in an
article in the Atlantic (https://tinyurl.com/y3z5363u),
concludes that while the resident eagle pair will take
some chicks and eggs they will also defend the
territory around their nest from other eagles that
collectively would wreak even more damage on the
herons. The saying, “the enemy of my enemy is my
friend” may summarize the situation for herons.

Researchers at the Center for Conservation
Biology at the College of William & Mary in the
Chesapeake Bay region have been seeing this behavior since the 1990’s as eagle and heron populations
increased from nadirs caused by DDT. (https://
tinyurl.com/y3agecpk) In some cases eagles moved
in & built their nests after the herons had established
the colony, but the herons did not move. We surely
don’t understand everything that is going on, but the
birds have found a way to coexist and we could
certainly learn from that.

Loggerhead
Shrike
after being
rescued from
chicken wire.
That is a
fierce
beak.

Carol
Galloway
posted
the tale
on the
Kansas
Birding
Facebook
group.

Birds Catching Our Attention
The more you look the more you see, yes?
And more people looking and sharing what they see
results in unexpected bird news. The Kansas Birding
group on Facebook posts many fascinating sightings
and photos. There are also special interest groups
focusing on bird photography, juncos, raptors and
probably more. Check them out; you may find
your peeps...and you’ll definitely find peeps, especially in spring and summer when they are migrating
through and some are breeding here. (In case
you’re newer to birding, the smaller sandpipers are
often called “peeps”.)
In the last few weeks, Kansas birdwatchers have
been thrilled by these birds, some out of season,
some always rare, and some doing interesting things:


A Least Bittern at Baker Wetlands. This bird
belongs on the Gulf coast or in Mexico in Feb.

Goldfinches starting to molt and soon switch
their dull winter feathers for summer’s bright
yellow ones, each bird at a different pace.
 A Painted Bunting(!) at a feeder in Newton.
Carolyn Schwab reported this for her neighbor,
noting the neighbor was worried the bird was
eating so much it might get fat. Carolyn
assured her that all those calories were being
burned for warmth. Painted Buntings winter in
South Florida and Central America, so this bird
is beyond lost.


Gull enthusiasts are finding gulls rare to Kansas
among all the Ring-billed Gulls at Clinton Lake:
Great Black-backed, Lesser Black-backed,
Thayer’s, and Glaucous-winged Gulls.
Field guide recommended; gulls are fiendish.



A Loggerhead Shrike was rescued after getting
trapped in some chickenwire. Carol Galloway
posted this riveting picture of the bird in her
gloved hand. Don’t try this at home kids—the
shrike pierced the glove before she released it.



Many Common Goldeneyes are gathered on
our lakes. Birders report seeing mating displays.
The birds predict spring is on the horizon!
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Let’s Get This Done: BYORB
~That’s Refillable Bottle~
for the Planet

Casually tossed plastic water bottles and other
garbage on a beach. It will likely all wash back into
the sea to be instruments of pain and death to
unsuspecting animals. Surely humans can do better.

Lawrence Public Library Events
Train Park Tree Tour - Winter Edition
SAT | March 13 | 10-11 AM | Watson Park

We'll meet by the train in Watson Park (AKA the
Train Park) to learn some tree I.D., without the
leaves! The tour will be led by LPL information
assistant (and former certified arborist) Jake Vail.
Masks required.

Nature Book Club - Spring Equinox
Wed, March 17. 6:30 to 8:00 PM. Online.
Discuss fiction or nonfiction books that emphasize
the natural world. You’ve got plenty of time to
read one! Visit https://tinyurl.com/y5mz83dv for
more details. Contact Shirley Braunlich with questions: sbraunlich@lplks.org. She’s also ready with
lots of ideas about what to read! Just ask.

If you are still lugging home plastic wrapped packs
of plastic bottles of water, TIME TO STOP. Consider:
Harvard’s Office for Sustainability says “The entire
life cycle of bottled water uses fossil fuels, contributes
to global warming, and causes pollution.” Unless
you have no running water or your well or tap water
is contaminated, you should be drinking tap water,
filtering it if you prefer, and taking a refillable water
bottle with you when you go out if you need to pack
a drink.
The U.S. federal government is now starting to
act to combat climate change, and all of us need to
support that effort in every way we can. Here’s why
ditching bottled water should be part of that effort:
 Almost all plastic bottles are made from
petroleum thus prolonging our dependence on
the climate destroying fossil fuel industry.
 Producing & shipping bottled water uses 2,000
times as much energy as the equivalent tap water!
 Only about 20% of plastic water bottles are
recycled in the U.S. and fewer still in the rest of
the world. Many end up in the ocean where
they are ingested by and kill wildlife.
 Discarded plastic bottles degrade into microplastics
which are infiltrating the bodies of every living
thing on the planet including humans.
 Bottled water incentivizes the “privatization and
commodification of a limited and invaluable resource to which all should have a universal right.”
 If nothing else convinces those reluctant to return
to the tap: bottled water is about 3,000% more
costly per gallon than tap water! And it has
been documented that often it is bottled straight
from city taps and not from the pristine spring that
is claimed as the source. Caveat emptor indeed!

Female (left) & male Common Goldeneyes.
Dick Daniels. Wikimedia.

Adapted and excerpted from “Do you drink
bottled water? Read This.” by Adrienne Matei
In The Guardian 1/28/21
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/
jan/28/do-you-drink-bottled-water-read-this
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Audubon of KS Has New Director
On January 1, Audubon of Kansas welcomed new
executive director Jackie Augustine, Ph.D. Augustine, a
former associate professor of biology at Ohio State—Lima,
has deep Kansas roots. She completed her doctorate at
Kansas State studying Greater Prairie-Chickens. Her
husband is from Salina, and they always hoped to return
someday to the Sunflower State.
“I am excited to return to Kansas because when I am in
a prairie, I feel more connected to nature than anywhere
else,” Augustine told Prairie Wings, the magazine of AOK.
“Kansas has so much wildlife to inspire us: male PrairieChickens dancing to catch a female’s eye, cranes migrating
overhead by the hundreds, flocks of Swainson’s Hawks
swirling around the smoke of a dying prairie fire looking
for an easy meal, the first call in the spring of an Upland
Sandpiper or Common Poorwill, and the list goes on.”
One of Augustine’s central goals is to expand and reinvigorate the relationship between AOK and the state’s
Audubon chapters.
Jackie Augustine, Ph.D.
“AOK was founded
Executive Director, AOK
with the support of
~ and friend.
chapters, but the in
volvement of chapters
in AOK matters has
waxed and waned
through the years. I
would like to see a
stronger connection
between AOK and
chapters. Additionally,
I would like to explore
what chapters would
like from AOK so that
the relationship is truly
cooperative and not
unidirectional.”
Certainly Augustine knows what she is talking about:
in Ohio she was president of the Council of Ohio Audubon Chapters and used the group to revitalize chapter
activity around the state. “One of the best things that
COAC has done was to have monthly membership calls,”
Augustine said. “These calls connect chapters throughout
the state, providing a venue for celebrating successes to
inspire other chapters, and acting as a sounding board to
discuss organizational matters.”
Augustine has an ambitious plan for the future of AOK.
She wants to expand the number of chapters, expand
AOK’s environmental education and outreach, and
develop a robust sanctuaries program for the preservation
of prairie and wildlife.
~ Audubon of Kansas

AOK Sues Officials Over
4
Quivira NWR Water Rights
On January 15, Audubon of Kansas filed suit in
federal court to restore the water rights belonging to the
Quivira National Wildlife Refuge (NWR). Audubon of
Kansas is a nonprofit environmental organization with
more than 4,000 members concentrated in Kansas,
Nebraska, and the central Great Plains. Defendants are
David Bernhardt, Secretary of the Interior, and other federal and state officials, who have failed over many years
to protect the refuge's water priority, which dates to 1957.
Quivira
NWR’s 22,135
acres lie mostly in Stafford
County,
southeast of
Great Bend. It
is a wetland
of international importance
providing
sanctuary to a
wide variety
of waterfowl,
shore birds
American Golden Plover male in breeding
and other wetplumage at Quivira NWR. By Len Scotto
land species,
several of them listed as endangered or threatened under
the federal Endangered Species Act. For example, the
refuge is a key stopover point for endangered Whooping
Cranes as they migrate between their breeding grounds in
Canada and wintering grounds on the Texas coast.
Quivira has suffered from a shortage of water for the
last 34 years because of excessive groundwater pumping
upstream in the Rattlesnake Creek basin by irrigators
whose water rights are junior to that of the refuge. These
facts were documented most recently in 2016 by the state
of Kansas chief engineer for water resources.
Nevertheless, the U.S. Department of Interior, the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Kansas Secretary of
Agriculture and the chief engineer have neglected and
refused to perform their statutory duties to restore the
water to which the refuge is entitled.
AOK's lawsuit seeks an injunction, a declaratory
judgment and an order of mandamus, all for the purpose
of compelling these officials to do their duties as required
by law.
~ From the AOK Website
www.audubonofkansas.org/aok-news.cfm/?id=218
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By Helen Macdonald
Reviewed by McKay Stangler

Vesper Flights

7

When Helen Macdonald’s H is for Hawk burst onto the scene in 2015, it seemed to penetrate the
public consciousness in a way few nature books do. It was a finalist for the National Book Critics Circle
Award; it won the Samuel Johnson Prize; it won the Costa Book of the Year Award—it had the chance,
in other words, to do for falconry what A River Runs Through It did for fly fishing.
No doubt part of the book’s appeal was the memoir aspect of the story. Macdonald’s painful struggles
with family death, and the tidy alignment of her story with T.H. White’s, made the book more than just a
falconry manual and more than just a bird book. Memoirs often walk a rickety tightrope, with self-indulgence
a ubiquitous danger, but Macdonald skillfully navigated between the Scylla of maudlin introspection and the
Charybdis of bird-rearing technicalities. If you haven’t read it, you should.
I wish her new book, Vesper Flights, earned the same plaudits. This volume is a collection of essays,
some about birds and some distinctly non-avian in subject. Many succeed and pique our sense of wonder;
others land with a dull thud of self-centeredness and unneeded pollical commentary.
A word on that: it has become far too easy for nature writers of all stripes to veer into the explicitly
political. The best nature writing, like the best poetry, should somehow stand outside of time: it should
awaken our sense of both enduring truths and the impermanence of all things. Eliot put it best in Four
Quartets—the highwater mark of twentieth century poetry—when he said that “Time present and time past/
Are both perhaps present in time future/And time future contained in time past.”
Part of the beauty of a century-old oak, of a perching woodpecker, of a rising trout, is that none of
them care about human politics. So when Macdonald, or any number of writers in recent years, spend page
after exhausting page pontificating about our recently departed president, or lambasting the Brexit vote, it
lends an unnecessarily temporal dimension to their works. It also strikes me as a bit lazy, and not just because
the Brexit/borders metaphor is so obvious: they know what will work with their audiences, and so
they just press repeat ad nauseum. It’s like the Stones playing essentially the same
setlist for the last five decades; eventually, fellas, you need something new.
Thankfully, the high points of Vesper Flights are truly high. The title essay,
about chimney swifts, is full of amazing information. “Vesper flights” is the
indisputably beautiful term for the crepuscular soaring of swifts up to heights
of 10,000 feet. “Twice a day,” Macdonald writes, “when light levels exactly
mirror each other, swifts rise and reach the apex of their flights at nautical
twilight.” Ornithologists first discovered this when military pilots started
reporting large and startling groups of the birds during missions.

Julie Zickefoose

The truly amazing thing is that once the swifts ascend to this height, “they are exposed to a flow of wind
that’s unaffected by the landscape below but is determined instead by the movements of large-scale weather
systems. By flying to these heights, swifts cannot only see the distant clouds of oncoming frontal systems on
the twilit horizon, but use the wind itself to assess the possible courses of these systems.” By simply ascending
twice each day, the swifts know more about the weather than all our satellite technology. Now that is moving
out of the temporal.

Other intriguing essays include an examination of the much-unloved cuckoo—only the crow seems to rival
it in its ability to garner dislike—and a survey of the fascinating class divisions of keeping songbirds in cages in
the U.K. But Macdonald is on her surest footing when she is out and about: trekking through the fens, watching nesting peregrines, and examining the bizarre creature that is the swan (so beautiful and delicate, and yet
can break a human arm with their wings).
She is a writer who belongs, like her contemporary Robert Macfarlane, in the outdoors: knee-deep in the
muck, binoculars trained on the sky, awakening us to the tiny miracles and quiet teachers that surround us.
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Eurasian Blue Tit. Cairngorms
National Park, Scotland. Bob Gress

Become a Member: Just $20 to join both National Audubon and Jayhawk Chapter.
___ National Audubon Society membership is $20.00. Members receive four issues per year of
the Audubon magazine and will be enlisted as members of their closest chapter. Members also receive
9 issues per year of the JAS newsletter and are entitled to discounts on the books and feeders we sell
to raise funds to support education and conservation projects. (Make your check payable to National
Audubon Society and mail to our JAS membership chair at the address below.)
You may also join National Audubon online at https://secure.audubon.org/site/Donation2?
df_id=9431&9431.donation=form1&s_src=2015_AUDHP_topbanner-button-menu.)
___ Chapter-only membership to Jayhawk Audubon Society is $10.00. (Make check payable to
Jayhawk Audubon Society.) You will not receive the Audubon magazine. Those with National Audubon
memberships are encouraged to support the chapter by voluntarily paying these dues. Chapter membership expires annually in July. JAS is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. Donations are tax deductible.
___ To join or donate to Audubon of Kansas make check payable to AOK or use this online link http://www.audubonofkansas.org/joindonate/.
Please send this completed form & your check to JAS c/o Kristine Latta, P.O. Box 3741
Lawrence, KS 66046.
Name __________________________________________________________
Address_________________________________________________________
City ___________________________ State ______ ZIP Code (9) digit ____________
Telephone (with Area Code) ___________________
Email address _____________________________________________________________
Jayhawk Audubon does not share membership information with non-Audubon entities.
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